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Site Visit Notes 

St Laurence Chorley – Organ Chamber Roof 

9th September 2022 

Present: Mike Darwell, Marcus Walker 

 

Observations: 

 

1. Scaffold erected.  Roof slates stripped and slate battens removed.  Existing counter battens remain.  Lead 
linings left temporarily in place.  Roof felted and fly-battened.  Some pointing to pinnacles under way. 

2. MD noticed that the pinnacles top (all four) are loose and rock under light pressure.  MD will ask WCS to price 
up lifting them and re-bedding them with a stainless steel dowel. 

3. One parapet merlon is displaced and needs lifting and re-bedding.  MD will ask WCS to price. 

4. Noted that the key of the lime plaster ceiling is failing in places.  Whilst the slates are off this can be repaired 
from above by reintroducing a coat of lime putty plaster and hair reinforcement.  MD will ask WCS to price. 

5. The lead capping of the aisle parapet as slipped down the roof.  WCS can easily lift this back up and securing 
in place. 

6. The previous work on the gutters appears to be quite poor and the steps in the lead are poorly formed.  This 
has been the main contributing factor to the dipping in the lead sheet and the ponding of water. 

7. Agreed that the new up-stand on the east side (the high point of the gutter) would be formed in several 
pieces.  The flat top parapet should be completely capped in lead.   

8. WCS will continue to uncover the support timbers of the gutter so that timber condition can be ascertained.   

9. The steel angles are on site.  These will be used to support the new gutter structures on the parapet side. 
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Roof temp fly battened following slate strip 

 

 

Temp felt lifted.  Counter battens are existing from previous re-roofing.  They will be removed and new ones 
fitted correctly. 
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Close picture of failing plaster key 

 

 

Top of hip beam exposed.  Conditions looks reasonable but more removal of timber required to fully ascertain 
any decay in bearing ends.  Note the sticker on the gutter soul showing the lead used was code 5 which is too 
thin for a gutter sole. 
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Eastern most pinnacle.  The top stone is loose and needs re-bedding. 
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Displaced merlon requires re-bedding 
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Existing capping has slipped.  WCS will lift and secure. 


